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Welcome to The Yacht Club

The Amdec Group’s latest development has greatly contributed
to the fast pace of change in the thriving Foreshore area of
Cape Town. Valued at R1.5 billion, this transformational project
has focused attention on a rapidly changing part of the city that
adjoins the harbour. The venture took a vacant, disused plot
of land and turned it into a world-class mixed-use environment.
The Amdec Group’s vision is to build connected social
communities through the medium of real estate. We are
passionate about enhancing the quality of life of all who
spend time within our developments, and our bold ambition
is to change the face of city life. The Yacht Club has raised
the profile of residential property in the CBD and leveraged
the city’s status as a world-class investment destination, and a
highly sought-after place to visit and live.

The trend we’re seeing locally towards mixed-use urban living,
mirrors international trends evident in precincts such as Darling
Harbour in Sydney and Canary Wharf in London.
JAMES WILSON, CEO, The Amdec Group
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Proudly
South
African
The Amdec Group is a proudly
South African company. We remain
invested in, and optimistic about,
the future of our country. We are
acutely aware of the need for
stimulating economic growth and
expansion, and we are passionate
about making a difference through
large-scale developments, which
are by their nature huge employers
of construction workers.

DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE
The Amdec Group has an outstanding
track record and a reputation for
delivering large-scale developments
of the highest quality. The Yacht Club
forms part of an ambitious development
pipeline of mixed-use properties that
will significantly add to the Amdec
Group’s already prestigious portfolio.

MELROSE ARCH

ONE ON WHITELEY

HARBOUR ARCH

The iconic Melrose Arch mixed-use precinct
in Johannesburg is a pioneer of New Urban
living, underpinned by the latest smart
technology. It has consistently been rated
South Africa’s favourite place to see and
be seen.

Home to 241 luxury residential apartments,
a 5-star 306 room Marriott hotel, and
84 Marriott Executive Apartments,
all set above the Daytona high-end
automotive dealership, displaying RollsRoyce, McLaren and Aston Martin.

Harbour Arch in Cape Town, the Amdec
Group’s largest Cape-based project
to date, will be a R15 billion mixed-use
development, commencing construction
in 2019.
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Access
The Yacht Club project fits into
the City of Cape Town’s long-term
vision of the “right developments in
the right locations”.
One of the determining factors when
assessing suitability, is access. This welllocated site is close to entry points to both
the N1 and N2, and is also superbly placed
in relation to economic opportunities for
business and work.

The Yacht Club simultaneously addresses
accessibility and alleviates traffic
congestion. Its mixed-use formula blends
residential property with commercial office
space and achieves a result that many
cities across the world can only dream of:
shortening travel distances, cutting travel

times and lowering travel costs.
It consists largely of residential apartments,
but is also home to Africa’s first AC Hotel
by Marriott, a coup for both the Amdec
Group and the Mother City. Its mixed-use
credentials are further enhanced by two
floors of premium-grade office space.

The Amdec Group took
on the challenge of
developing the site,
based on its vision and
belief that this would
soon be an area of
major growth.
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CAPE TOWN
STADIUM

Location
The desirability of this location so close to the CTICC, the
V&A Waterfront and Silo district, as well as the burgeoning
downtown business hub, makes it an exceptionally attractive
investment opportunity and a coveted place to live. The
Yacht Club precinct swiftly proved its viability and justified
the decision by the Amdec Group to build here.
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Our hospitality partner
Marriott International

Thanks to the Amdec Group’s alliance with
its hospitality partner, Marriot International,
the AC Hotel by Marriott adds another
drawcard to the area.
Shortly after opening in December 2018, the hotel
was booked out for the Mining Indaba in February
2019, and the Cape Town Jazz Festival a month
later. During the mining conference, the Blue Train was
stationed at The Yacht Club. Named Africa’s Leading
Luxury Train by the World Travel Awards for the last
10 years, the Blue Train is a true icon of Africa and a
premium luxury brand – a proud collaboration for the
Amdec Group.
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The site
The Amdec Group acquired the land in
December 2015. The name, The Yacht Club,
was selected by Amdec Property Development
Managing Director, Nicholas Stopforth, and the
unique logo was designed by Amdec Group
Chairman, John Wilson.
Photos from the early days of the project show a plot of
completely vacant land in a long rectangular shape and
not much else. Off to one side, the iconic Zeitz Museum
of Contemporary Art Africa, can be seen – still under
construction.
Compare this undeveloped site to present-day images and
the temptation is to double-take to verify that it is the same
place. The transformation is remarkable and illustrates the
impact of The Yacht Club – visually, but also in uplifting and
rejuvenating the area, and attracting people to live, work
and spend their free time here.
The Amdec Group took on the challenge of developing
the site, based on its vision that this would soon be
an area of major growth. The site’s location right on
the water’s edge adds value in a number of ways – an
exceptional investment prospect, the promise of a fantastic
lifestyle, all-round convenience, and the many benefits
associated with a mixed-use development by a developer
with a solid track record and respected reputation.

The ground conditions
on-site were variable and
unpredictable, with old
rock-filled docks and piers,
and a shallow water table.
These complexities required
an all-encompassing design
approach.
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Invest
Investors and early purchasers bought off-plan with a fair expectation of
good returns. Their faith in the Amdec Group was richly rewarded – starting
out at R48,000/m2 in 2015, the value escalated to 75,000/m2 in 2018.

Multi-purpose, multi-use

Live
The development includes 170 luxury residential apartments, many with
either mountain or harbour views. Living here comes with exceptional
levels of convenience and comfort, including the peace of mind of
world-class building management, also provided by the Amdec Group.
On a practical, day-to-day level, it also means quick and easy access
to the V&A Waterfront and the Silo district, the CTICC, the downtown
business area, the CBD, as well as the N1 and N2 highways.

The Amdec Group conceptualises, plans and designs with the end-user in mind – always
placing people at its core. The Yacht Club is a great illustration of this philosophy.

Work
Thanks to the commercial component of the property, there is an option of
working at The Yacht Club. The premium grade, fully fitted offices include
open source fibre connectivity, so commercial tenants are free to use the
service providers that best suit their needs and budget.

We see a lot of investors, as well as first-time
buyers, opting for mixed-use developments,
where it’s possible to live, work and relax in
the same precinct.
NICHOLAS STOPFORTH
Managing Director
Amdec Property Development
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Visit
The Amdec Group’s partnership with Marriott International enabled the
inclusion of Africa’s first AC Hotel by Marriott. Having a hotel on-site taps
into Cape Town’s status as one of the world’s top travel destinations,
capitalises on the close proximity to the CTICC where there are yearround conferences and events, and offers residents and commercial
tenants an array of places to meet, eat or host functions and events.
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The
building

The site lies in an East-West direction, and the building had to be constructed along the
same lines, with vehicle entrances to the underground parking level at the most Western point.
Pedestrian entrances were provided along both the north and south facing facades.
Strict guidelines from the City of Cape Town dictated the height of the building, and stipulated that the design required two
separate towers to allow for a prescribed view corridor out to sea. The Amdec Group’s architects and designers had to apply
their minds to a rectangular site with a challenging long, narrow shape, measuring a total of 11,816m2.
The innovative solution? Two separate buildings, of different heights, with a view corridor in-between.
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Finding the space
Splitting the building into two separate
towers enabled mountain views to
the south and harbour views to the
north, while also adhering to the City
of Cape Town’s specific requirement
for a view corridor out to sea.
The East Block consists of seven floors with 50
apartments over five floors, set above two levels
of office space. The West Block consists of ten
floors with 120 apartments occupying the top
four, and the 188 room hotel, with hospitality and
conferencing facilities, on the lower six floors.
Below ground are two basement levels with more

than 600 parking bays. Parking is at a premium in
urban areas around the world and Cape Town
is no exception. Parking bays in the city have
sold for exorbitant prices, fetching upwards of
R300,000.

The demanding work
schedule, with limited time
availability and a phased
handover, meant work had to
be planned and executed
meticulously, and construction
activity co-ordinated
with great care.

In order to utilise every available square metre of
the site, it was necessary to build from boundary
to boundary, which demanded a delicate
balancing act during construction. Where to
position essential construction-related areas
like a building yard or storage for materials, and
a site office? If you can’t stretch out, then you
stretch up! Shipping containers were placed upon
shipping containers and work could commence.
10
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Water
restrictions

Considering the complex
ground conditions, the
site’s proximity to working
canals, railway lines and
existing services, the least
disruptive solutions had to
be found for each stage of
the construction process.

Even though Cape Town was gripped
by the worst drought in a generation,
paradoxically, an overabundance of
water on-site influenced work during the
construction phase. Not only was there
seawater seepage to contend with, as
is the case of virtually every building
site in the city, but The Yacht Club
is also situated on the banks of the
Roggebaai Canal.
The canal feeds directly into the Clocktower
Precinct in the V&A Waterfront, so architects and
engineers had to contend with saltwater from the
canal, as well as seawater seepage from below.
The canal and its novel water taxi service, would
be a very appealing aspect to investors and
residents once the development was complete,
but the same could not be said during the
construction phases!
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Design
A project of this size involves multiple design
considerations, and has to fit into the
planning that determines how developments
should happen in the city in future.
Given the tight physical constraints of the site, spatial
planning took on new meaning for the design team. Not
only did it involve separating the two buildings, but it also
meant the space between the two structures had to be
inch-perfect in terms of width and height.

Light
Ensuring sufficient natural light for the residential apartments was a
puzzle eventually solved by the stepped structure that gives the
development its distinctive appearance.
Natural light doesn’t have to penetrate as far into a hotel as it does
in a residential space, where residents would spend a lot more time.
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Technology
The integration of technology into a development,
runs throughout the entire lifespan of an Amdec Group
project – from concept, planning, and design, through
to construction and ultimately the management of a
building or precinct upon completion.
The overriding aim is to deliver the best connectivity, by building with
our infrastructure projects already integrated from the earliest phases
of the process. The Yacht Club uses many of the principles of a smart
city, based on many years’ experience of developing and managing
the daily operations of our award-winning Melrose Arch mixed-use
precinct in Johannesburg.
Security, emergency and maintenance calls, CCTV footage, panic
buttons, fire alarms, rainwater monitors, gas and aircon gauges and a
number of data feeds, are all managed and monitored from a single
location. In the hands of the Amdec Group’s expert Operations and
Building Management teams, this level of centralisation positively
impacts response times and downtime, and ensures updates and
upgrades are done proactively, limiting outages, breakdowns and
disruptions.

Sustainability
A centralised control
room with state-of-the-art
equipment that appears
to come straight out of
a science-fiction film, it’s
possible to get a bird’s
eye-view of the entire
precinct in real time.

The Amdec Group is an expert organisation in managing the conflict of finding
parity between environmental considerations and economic feasibility.
As a founding member of the Green Building Council of South Africa, the Amdec Group takes its
responsibility towards the environment very seriously. We retain majority ownership and full management
control of our large-scale developments because it provides end-to-end control over implementing
eco-friendly, sustainable measures. The Amdec Group’s Operations and Building Management teams
consist of exceptional individuals whose depth of knowledge and experience can be found in few other
places in the industry. Designing, building and operating developments and precincts with sustainability
top of mind, is non-negotiable.
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Building
management
The Yacht Club precinct benefits from the Amdec
Group’s many years of successful building management.
Its outstanding Melrose Arch mixed-use development in
Johannesburg continues to aspire to run independently
from municipal services, takes care of its own waste
management, backup power, water supply, irrigation
and more. Some of the measures employed at The
Yacht Club include:
WATER
No municipal water is required, with an on-site reverse osmosis plant
providing 35,000 litres of freshwater every day – enough to supply
the entire building. At full capacity, the plant can produce as much as
250,000 litres per day.

ENERGY
• A central heating plant supplies the hot water needed in the building.
• LED lights have been installed throughout the development.
• Public and communal areas have been fitted with motion-sensor lights.
• A chiller plant supplies chilled water to the hotel and offices.
• Double glazing has been used throughout.
• Backup power supplied by generators.

LANDSCAPING
Water wise plants have been used in all landscaping.

Using an integrated building-management system means the hi-tech
systems installed throughout the precinct can be actively monitored
– from early notification via alarms, to reports on energy consumption
and water usage. – MIKE ROETZ, Operations Manager, The Yacht Club
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Quality control

360˚ service

The Amdec Group uses a simple formula to determine whether a residential,
commercial or retail property is ready for occupation: we ask ourselves if it
would be good enough for us to live, work or shop in. If not, then it isn’t ready
to be signed off yet. We will not compromise on quality.

An illustration of how the Amdec Group remains involved and invested in its
developments, and offers its purchasers and investors 360˚ solutions, is the Group’s
partnership with Weylandts SPACES. Based on preferential rates for purchasers, the
offering includes a bespoke design service, a personal interior designer, assistance
with selection of furniture and accessories based on a personalised brief and
pre-agreed budget. The standard Weylandts SPACES design fee is waived and
products are made available at special rates.

The property development business sells structures and aesthetics, but these aren’t of much value if
the design does not function correctly. The Amdec Group directly employs Project Managers who
are known for their high standards and rigorous inspections, have built a formidable reputation
and are held in high regard within the industry. They bring experience and expertise from different
technical fields to ensure full compliance with all manner of requirements and standards –
dedicated and committed to consistently exceeding our investors’ and purchasers’ expectations.
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The final product

Warm hospitality
The Amdec Group is committed to a bold ambition of changing the face of city life. To this end, The Yacht Club points the way to the
residential developments of tomorrow.
With its stepped façade and asymmetrical division between its component buildings, The Yacht Club is unlike any of its contemporaries springing up in the Cape Town CBD.
Centrally located, well-resourced and superbly managed, it epitomises the future-forward approach to city planning, which prioritises efficient land use. It successfully blends
form and function in the context of greater density, and maximises the mixed-use property model that the Amdec Group conceptualises so well. It benefits all who live, work
and relax here, and creates happy, thriving communities of people who enjoy great quality of life.
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Apart from being a superb place to live and
work, having a Marriott hotel on-site adds to
the appeal of the development. Residents
and visitors can enjoy world-class dining,
and commercial tenants don’t have to rent
additional office space for meeting rooms
and boardrooms because the hotel offers
these facilities, along with informal meeting
areas and comprehensive catering.
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SUCCESS STORY
TIMELINE

Conceptual design
Design brief to external architects (Kevin Gadd Architects)
The Yacht Club launched to the public

2015

Construction period
1 Sept 2016 to 15 Nov 2018

2016

Design and development
by external architects
(Kevin Gadd Architects)

2016-2018

Official opening of The Yacht Club
and AC Hotel by Marriott

AC Hotel by Marriott opens

June & Oct
2018

Apartments handed over
to purchasers in June
and October 2018
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8
Dec 2018

Apr 2019

Completion of
commercial office space

A 2019
Apr
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SUCCESS STORY
THE NUMBERS

ERF SIZE

EARTHWORKS

GROSS
BUILDING AREA

REVERSE
OSMOSIS PLANT

BULK

SALES

APARTMENTS

PARKING

HOSPITALITY

11,816m2

Escavation
and disposal
of ±65,000m3

54,201 m2
total area

35,000
litres per day

6,000m2
commercial
space

Launched
September 2015

50 East block
apartments

2 basement
parking levels

Africa’s 1st
AC Hotel
by Marriott

21,234 m2
basement

Capacity
to produce
250,000 litres
per day

Sold out in
14 months

120 West block
apartments

616 parking bays

10,017m2
Ground and
1st floor
22,950m2
upper levels

12,547m2
residential
apartments
10,679m2
hotel rooms
and hospitality
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Valued at
R48,000/m2
in 2015
Escalated to
75,000/m2
in 2018

170 apartments
in total

188 hotel rooms
25 bays reserved
for people with
disabilities

1 boardroom
5 meeting rooms

32 motorbike
bays
33 bicycle bays

272m2 conference
facilities
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Our partners
The Amdec Group started out as a family business
and we owe much of our success to our partners
and collaborators. The construction industry has
encountered strong headwinds, but after more than
three decades in the business, the Group has forged
alliances with trusted and reliable partners, who are
the best at what they do.
They remain key to our success.

Amdec Property
Developers (Pty) Ltd

Orion Project
Managers

Kevin Gadd
Architects cc

De Leeuw Group

BTKM

De Villiers
Consulting

Sutherland

Source Interior Brand
Architecture
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QDP

Mtshali Moss Projects
Africa

Mac Brothers

WBHO Construcion
(Pty) Ltd

Cairnmead Industrial
South African
Consultants
Department of Labour

Tel 021 702 3200/2

|

info@amdec.co.za

|

Amdec House, Silverwood Close, Steenberg Office Park, Tokai, 7945

Marketing and Media enquiries | Sandy Swift 083 7799 538 sandys@amdec.co.za

